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ABSTRACT
The microwave brightness temperature measurements for Nimbus-5 Elec-
trically Scanned Microwave R. diometer (ESMIt), and Nimbus F. Microwave
Spectrometer (N'FNIS) are used to retrieve the atmospheric %%titer vapor, liquid
water and %kind speed by a quasi-statistical retrieval technique. It is sho% n
that the ' rightness temperature can be utilized to yield these parameters under
various weather ^onditions. Observations at 19.35 GHz, 22 . 235 GHz and 31.4
GHz were input to the regression equations. The retrieved values of these
parameters for portions of two Nimbu3-5 orbits are presented. 'Then com-
parison between the retrieved parame,,, s and the available observations on
the total water vapor content and the surface N%ind speed are made. The esti-
mated errors for retrieval areapproximately 0.15 g lem 2 for water vapor con-
tent, 6.5 mg/cm 2 for liquid eater content and G.G m/sec for surface %%ind speed.
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1.	 Int roduct ion
In this paper we will discuses techniques for measuring; the water vapor and
liquid %%a wr content of marine atmospheres and the %N in ► t speed at the oceans
surface. Using microwave remote sensing the importance of water ^-apor and
wind speed measurements are well known and obvious. However. the liquid
eater content of the atmosphere has not been routinely measured and thus its
relative importance is not firmly established. It is, nevertheless. available
as a by-product of the remote sensing approach discussed in this paper and maY
well prove useful.
I'his remote sensing; approach involves the measurement of cmltted micro-
wave radiation at several wavelengths and sorting; out the various contributions
to the measured brightness temperature. In a recent paper by Wilheit and
Fowler (1977), a !inear approximation method is used to analyze the wind speed
and cloud liquid ewer content from a set of microwave measurements collected
by an aircraft platform. Their data set was taken under a rather narrow range
of subarctic conditions which permitted use of a simpler interpretation technique
than is used here. In order to describe the techniques involved, we %% dl first
review the relevant aspects of microwave radiative transfer. We will then, de-
velop a statistical technique for retrieval of geophysical parameters from the
measurements. Using this statistical technique, a data set involving; observa-
tions over a typhoor it. the Pacific Ocean wil I then be ancil,yzed.
_ALI
2i'he specific sensors applied here are the Nimbus E Microwave Spectro-
meter (NEVIS) and the Electrically scanned microwave Radiometer (ESNIR),
both of which are in orbit aboard the Nimbus-5 satellite. T —tailed descriptions
of these instruments can be found in 1lilheit (1972 ►
 and Staelin et al (1972). For
present purposes it Is sufficient to note that the ES1%IIt is a scanning Instrument
WhiLli measures the upwelling microwave radiation at 19.:35 Gliz while scanning
50 0 to either side of the sp., wraft and has a spatial resolution of 25 kin at
nadir. The NEVIS instrumen t -iews only at the nadir, and obtains observations
at 22. 2:35, 31. 4 GHz and at three frequencies in the 50-70 Gllz molecular Oxygen
band (n, ' of interest in this paper). It has a spatial resolution of 200 km.
.I. Microwave Radiative Transfer in Atmosphere
In the microwave portion of the electromagnetic spectrum :und at tempera-
Lures typical of the Earth and its atmosphere, the Rayleigh-Jeans approximation
for black body radiation works quite well. This enables radiative transfer for an
isotropic, nonscattering, nonreflecting medium to be expressed as follows:
(I T13	 - ( Tn - To).
(lx
where T  represents the intensity of radiation at a given wavelength and in the x
direction expressed as an equivalent black body temperature, called brightness
temperature. it is the absorption coefficient and T. Is the thermodynamic tem-
perature of the medium. If this is integrated for a uniform slab of thickness,
a along the direction of propagation, x, the result becomes,
(1)
► 	 T
Bout - ^In
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^^iurc 'rB 	 is the brightness temperature incident on the slab and "'n
out
represents the emerging brightness temperature.
If the expression. : a, is quite small or if 7` , - TB is small, the slat) has a
r
Ivery small effect on the intensity of the radiation; whereas, if the slab is opaque
i
a	 ) the radiation emerging out of the slab is characterized by the thermo-
dynamic temperature of the slab independent of the intensity of the incident
radiation. In this study, the atmosphere is divided into 100 layers each 0. 2 kin
'hick. Each layer is characterized by the temperature. pressure and concentra-
tion of const uents of the center of the slab. In a manner analogous to equation
1. the brightness temperature, T B
 radiating from a surface is given by
T8-(1-e)Tf
	 +vT.
hir
	 (3)
T B
	is the brightness temperature incident on the surface, e is the emissivity
I„c
of the surface :ind T,, is the thermodynamic temperature of' the surface. The
incident energy must also be averaged appropriately over all angles which
can be reflected into the viewing direction. Since most natural surfaces are
quite rough when considered on the scale of microwave wavelengths (0.1 - :30 cm),
we «ill use the Lambertian Approximation (Born and Wolf, 1075) for this anKalar
distribution.
rz
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where TB (E) is the incident brightness as a function of the incidence angle d.
V. Nc;l•; 1:
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'For computational simplicitY, since the weighting function. (Sin cos ) within
thc^ intcl;rand h::r a n ► :lxin ►um at
	 _ X15'. ^^^ will approximate T	 by
I Ic	 TOO - 45 I.
	 (5)
Inc
'rhits, to determine this brightness temperature which would be observed in a
particular situation, we must be able to characterize the eim.isivity of the
underlying surface and the absorption coefficient of the atmosphere as a function
of their physical and chemical parameters.
Che emissivity of terrestrial surfaces in the microwave region of the elec-
tromagnetic spectrum varies tram 0.95 for most solid surfaces to about t ► .4 for
the occ. ►n Surt;u •e. It iS this low emissivity and relative homogeneity of the calm
.Cc:111 surface ^k hich provides the pc ►ssil)il it\ , of Soundlng the water vapor and
L. laid Avater content of the atmosphere.
I'he emissn v itY of .1 snimth ocean Surface can be calculated lrom the dielec-
tric constant I111-OUgh the hresnel relations (Jackson, 1962). The dielectric (-on-
scant data uSCd hrre are from Lame and Saxton (1152). At a given frequent\.
the real part of the dielectric constant, , ` , may be c%presse i as.
r ^ t ,^ , ^(^	 n)	 + ` 2T2),	 (V)s
and the imaginary p:i rt , E	 as,
'r (E, - E m ) (I+ a,2 T 2 ) + ' ., ,	 (7)
where	 = 27Tv. The	
_r and - values at a number of temperatures and
Na1C1 concentration are given by Saxton and Lane (1952). And conductivity value
as a function of temperature from the International Critical Tables (1928). These
can be summarized by the analytical expressions
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'r is the temperature in Kelvin and N the NaCI concentration in gram
normal. The form use d for the temperature dependence of r was suggested on
theoretical grounds by Saxton and appears necessar .% in light of the iarge tem-
jW1• :lture dependence of this particular parameter. The simple polynomial fit
.Ippears adequ:lte for the remainder of these expressions. We u ill approximate
sea water as a U.GN NaCl solution.
When the sea surface is roughened by wind the situation becomes more com-
plicated. Calculations by Stogryn (1967) indicate that there is little effect due to
roughness for viewing at nadir. In horizontal polarization from nadir the tough-
ness increases the cmissivit
.
\ and the effect increases with wieming angle out to
: ► t least GO°. In vertical polarization the roughness decreases the cnlissivitv
mit to about 55° incidence angle, above which the emissivity increases with
roughness and viewing angle. The observations of Hollinger (1970) only partially
confirm the theoretical expectations but h0th agree that there is little or no ef-
fect due to roughness for viewing directly at nadir -.which is the case considered
here.
In addition to roughening the sea surface; the wind also creates foam which
can also increase; the emissivity of the surface. Nordberg et A (1971) found
that fora frequency of 19.35 Gllz the foam coverage increases the emissivity
t.
at nadir by 4.:3 x It) - -' fot each meter per second the wind speed exceeded 7 m/sec:
m ith no effect at wind speeds below 7 m/sec. Measurements h:ne been made by
Van Alelle et al. (197:3) at .'.(;9 G11z on -in artificiall
.
% generated foam; found an
effect. comparable to that of No rdberg et al. (19" 	 More rcc • ently Webster et al
11976) have measured the net effect of w ind oil 	 surface emissivity at several
frequencies from 1.4 to :,7 Gllz at view :tngIvs of U° (nadir) and 38°. They found
I	 above 10Gliz and a somewhat weaker effect than found
by \ordberg et al. On this basis we will in this paper assume that for tt;e fre-
quencies of present interest (19.:35, 22.235, and :31.4 Gliz) that ( , .tell meter per
second that the• wind speed exceeds 7 m/s increases the surface emissivit y by
3.2 x 1u-'. The determin:ction of the effect of wind speed on surface emissivity
as a function of frequencies. polarization and view angle remains an important
research problem.
In the I•:artli s atmosphere at frequcncivs between I and loo Gliz only three
constituents need to be considered: «titer vapor, liquid water anti nnolec•ulccr
oxygen. .111 other constituents normall
.
\ found in the atmosphere have dither a
sufficient[y low abundance or weak microwave absorption that they are ignorable.
We will therefore consider onl y these three constituents. We will restrict this
:reatment also to non-rainingr situations to simplify the treatment of liquid water
n at nlosphcrc.
Water vapor has transitions at 22.235 Gl(z and 153.3 Gliz ill 	 to man.\
transitions at higher frequencies. Usim , the treatment t r iven by Gaut (1968) the
absorption coefficient can be expressed as:
a	 RES + c1 NON (1'))V
7%% fit, 	 R4S refers to the contribution due to 22.235 (;llz :thsorption line and c:in
be written as:
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is the line %%-idth of the 'L-2,235 Gliz absorption line.
= eater r:apor densit y , in g/m'
1' = Pressure, in Torr
'1' = temperature, ill 	 ins
v = propagating frequency, in GlIz
NON 
refers to the contribution from all other lines and can be written as,
2 S r• 10- 3 ^	 ^	 (14)►
For liquid water, as already noted, only non-precipitating clouds are
considered in this study. Since in such clouds the typical particle si/.e is much
smaller than the wavelength of interest, the Rayleigh approximation (Gunn and
East. P15-1) should be quite adequate to represent the scattering by cloud par-
ticles less than 100 micron. The absorption -nefficient can be written as:
CI nud ( kn) -r ) = 0. 189 m E"(E' + 2 ) 1 + ( E " )2
(15)
where m = cloud l iquid water content of atmosphere, in glillm ;.
The dielectric data , ' and C) used are those of Lane and Saxton (1952)
  and
discussed in the previous paragraph for the special case of pure water. The
hcomb ination of the factor of % to this expression of e' and ,
	 results in a fre-
quenc. dependence of approximately v 2
 for the absorption cm-Ificient of clouds.
Since clouds are often supercooled below the 265K lower lemperatul • c limit c►f t1ju
Lane Mid Saxton dielectric data on %hick ;in expression for f' and ( are based,
A is important that we have chosen in expression for the relxxation time, 7 %%hich
has some theoretical foundation.
The absorption by the ^_omplex of molecular oxygen resonances near 0.5cm
can be approximated for frequencies below •15GIlz b .% treating them as .1 line with
t resonant term -md a non-resonant term. The absorption coefficient can be
written as:
0 • 3 1' {
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where v„ - 60 Gllz and v is the pressur e broadening in Cllz.
91 10- 3 P 300
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0 231+0.49(19-P)1 50'_P? 19torr (17)?.11
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Calcul ations based on this approximation agree well with those based on lull
Meeks and IAII • ( 963) expression as modified by Lenoir (196,S) for fr('cluc'ncies
less than 45 GlIz.
111. Quasi-Statistical Retrieval Technique
As can be seen from the previous section, the brightness tamper: ►tune W hiCh
to
%could I ►e• ol ► setAt'd ul ► Melling Irom the atmosphere depends on man gy geuph.%sical
%ariables. Ilo%ever, several of the variables (temperature, humidity. and liquid
%%ater content) are. in themselves. continuous functions of height. Therefore.
tliis problem has an infinite number of degrees of freedottt. In the most general
sense, a retriv%al of geophysical %ariables from a finite set of observations
could never be performed. We must resort to approximations and constrained
sol tions if %%v are to derive useful information.
One technique for retrieving geophysical parameters is the statistical tech-
nique which eeas applied. quite successfully, 1» %laters et al (1875) to the problem
of approximating the atmospheric temperature profile from microwave brightness
ten ► Ie!'atute measurements in the • nwIt-cular Oxygen hand t	 ' :► milt). In this
technique. they begin with a statistical data bane that consisted of a large set
of actual tempt.
	soundings. For each of these s,wwuiings, they calculate
the exiveted upu velling brightness temperature at all frequencies at w hieh mcas-
urcn ► ents are to be made. The temperature at various heights are then regressed
against the brightness temperature to determine the ► Host probable of the statis-
tics :tee C.Russian) temp ►et:ct( ► re front each level.
If there is little information about a given level m the bt'ghtness temperature,
then the retrieved temperature skill tend toward the a priori average of the Statis-
tical data set and the residual of the regression will be little smaller than the
variance of the a priori data set. It is to be noted that information about a given
level can )ecur in a given nle.tSUrVmr'nt I ► oth directl% tht• o.► gh 010 equ3tion A
radiative transfer and also indirectly through correlations inherent to the
atmosphere itSell.
This technique may be faulted in that it contains any Was of the a 	 data
1q
set. When the brightness temperatures are strongly related in a direct sense to
the geophysical parameters being LXrieved. this would be t.f little consequence,
but where the coupling is thr.)ugh statistical correlations among the geophYsica!
observables or when the retrieval offers only marginal improvement over the
a priori statistics then the retrieved values will tend strongly toward the com-
monplace situations. This may well give average statistics which suggest a very
good retrieval technique but which gives poor results in the extraordinary situation
which is often of the most interest. We, therefore, have modified this technique
somcwhat. WP generate an artificial data set Subtending the entire expected
range in all the geophysical variables at issue and force anY correlations among
them to be zero or at least much smaller than expected in nature. As a by-
product, this relieves us the necessity of providing, a true statistical data base
for parameters which have been measured sparsely or not at all.
In the present case, we wish to interpret measurements made at frequencies
of 19.35, 22.235, and 31.4 Gliz. On the basis of the microwave properties of the
atmos, here, we would expect the brighLness temperature to be affected strongly
by the wind speed at the sea surface and the net content of water vapor and liquid
water in the atmosphere and rather weakly by sea : urface temperature, cloud
temperature and details of the vertical distribution of water vapor. Thus vari-
ables such as details of the temperature structure of the atmosphere would be
expected to be quite significant. ':'nus for our statistical data base, we select
alues from handbook atmospheres (Air Force Cambridge Research Laboratory,
19U) each with its associated water vapor content as specified in Table 1. In
I 
'fable 2, %%c specit:v the %clues of sea murface temperature. and surface -wind
speed :utd ill Table :1 we give the cloud models used. The statistical data base
then Consists of all possible combinations of these four par misters. This
%%ould provide zero correlation :imonk; the four parameters. However, we also
stweify that Wherever the cloud liquid water content is not zero. the relative
hu1111dih nulsl I ►e l00";• at that :1111tude. This gives a weak correlation t ►etwecn
cloud liquid realer content and net grater vapor and provides some additional
variability in the vert1c:11 distribution of water vapor. Tlit!s, for the present
case, at each of three frequencies we calculate brightness temperMure for
every possible combination. within our set of, sett surface w itid. sea surface
temperature. atmosplivre model ;md c iotid model. 'There arc a total of 1296
data sets lrnrrated Mitch contain the foll,m ing information: sea surface NN incl;
net water %':1por content; net liquid water content; ' r11 !
 
19. :15 G11z1; T, t
 (22. 235 Gliz);
'I' E1 01. •1 (711/1. ('olivention:.! linear predictions can then I ►c getierateii for each
of the first three of these based on the last three while adding :tppropri;ltc in-
slrun ► cnt noise to the briOitness tompermure from a rmidom ►
 umber genermor.
While the linear :tl ►proac• h works reasonable well, the dependence of the brightness
lemper:lture on the :1011o,l,heric \knter components is not linear. Rather the
optical depth is more nearly linvarl) ,
 rekited to the water components. If. for
the moment. we treat the :ltntosphere as a single layer with :u1 optical depth
T 
=+ 7	 and a thermodynamic te mperature t . while the surfacev„1,or	 ► ^,1c,<<t	 I	 ►
reflect:ulce is R :111d Ims a tempermure t 2 We \\111 also slake the approximation
11	
uI 1)11 1) 12 1'1a
1. .1 2 1) 21 1) 22 1 ' 23
t	 R3 b31 1) 32 1'33
B19.35
Ln( 280 - 'I' ll	)
22
Ln( 280 - 'r	 )
t1 3 1 ^
(20)
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that t 1 ti t, and we will ignore the cosmic background. Then the ul,welling bright-
ness '1' 11 is given Ily;
	
T  - ( 1 - R t, - (I+^ 1)t) t I	 (I^)
The V ; cxecurs because of the approximation to a Lamhertian surface discussed
earlier. The logarithmic torm of equation In can be written as
Ln(,t I
-f u )-Ln(Itt l )-(1	 2)	 vw l,or	 (	 Ii (pi id.	 III)
We the ►I note that the fuection Lmt 1 - T IC ) is linearly related to each of the
components of atmospheric water. Since the 22. 235 G11z and 31. 4 GHz channels
xrc primarily . 1ensitive to water vapor and liquid water we will use these loga-
rithmi. • functiots rather than the brightness temperature for these two frequencies
and use the brightness temperature itself at 19.35 GlIz. This discussion is not
at all rigorous, but It serves to describe the gross behmvlor of the relationships
and the functions so derived will mitigate the nun-linear behavior of the problem,
Since we are dealing with brightness temperature meth colder glum the thermo-
dynamic temperature of the surface oI' :Itln o.iphere. we are not particul;Irly
sensitive to the value chosen for t 1 , thus for present purposes we will set
t I = 2 y (1 K. We then solve for the three geophysical par;uneter wind speed (W).
cloud liquid water content (L) and water vapor (l') by conventional linear regres-
sir.n sal that the par;lmeters :Ire solved for in the form
UK1(WNW, PAGE, 1:
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where the values of the a's: and b's are given in table 4. In table 4 we also g;iwe
the residual of each of tilt- regressions which serves as ;ul estimate the aCCUI%1 •y
\c:!!. Nwhich the retrieval can be made and the a priori standard deviation of each
of tilt- variables \%hic • h specifies the vari,Ihility in the data base.
IV. Ilesults
To demonstrate the retrieval technique, No orbits of Nimbus 5 ESNIR and
NEAIS data were chosen. in order to util is o hoc!1 ,'SAllt .Ind NEAIS data for the,
retrieval c • aleulations, these data must he nl:ltc bed up g;eog l'AJillically. Since the
snst:ult:uloous field of view 0FOV) for tho NEAIS radiometers are quite different
front that of ESNIR, it is nt-cessary to sum up all the 25 kill x 25 kin ESNIR IFOV's
which AIV cnnt.1HlCd » )thin the NFNIS' IFOV that is , tlilwoximat( , ] ,^  200 lull x 200 kin.
The brightness temp 'erature's mt-;tsurrd at o.96 em, 1.35 em and 1.55 c ► n radiom-
titers for portions of urhits numbor 2591 and 2 191S are s1w\\n °n Figures I and 2
plotted as a function of latitude. These matched data sets were then input into
equation 20 to yield the estimates of the surface :wind speed, cloud liquid water
content and water vapor content in tile- atmosphere. flee results of these comi'u-
tations are also shown in Vigures I and 2 ;dung with the corresponding; ESAIR
1111ages. lay showing mill :1114 l:llud arras as dart: shatdcs, ;I spatial per spective;
on the data is provided. The specific d ata sets used here are from Nimbus-5
orbits 2591 and 291`t which passed near tilt , eye of Typhoon Bil'ie at about 1500 L
on July 1 .1 and IG, 1973 respectively. Figures 3 and 4 give the corresponding
sclrfac•e analyses (each three hours earlier than the satellite pass) :long \with
relevant observations of wind speed wid atm.,spheric water vapor content.
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Examination of the water vapor retrievals shows first that this varies smoothly
with little structure. More specifically, on July 14, it can be seen that the re-
trieved eater vapor of about 4.5 em at 30'N agrees almost exactl y with the ob-
servations. Vurther, the slight decrease in %+titer vapor along the track to about
25°N is also suppos ted by the observations. Beyond that, there are no supporting
%%atrr vapor observations for this orbit. On July lu similar agreement is ob-
served betwe^n eater v.tpor observations and retrievals. There are no direct
observations of cloud ttquid eater content but the areas with liquid mater re-
trievals below 1 mg/ern correspond to clear areas as indicates by thermal
infrared images from ttse s:une satellite. :\lso the fact that the hulk of the re-
trieved data are very near to 0 mg/cin suggests that there is ro consequential
bias in this retrieval. EX.L1iiina.tion of the \\ ind speed observations shows most
observations in the 15-:30 kt. (7.5-15 m /sec) range away from the storm center
c.:nsistent with the retrievals and no observations in the high \\ind portions of
the typhoon.
V. Conclusion
1%a have developed a quasi-statistical technique suitahle for retrieval of
geophysical par-ameters from microwave radiometric observations. We have
derived specific equations fo, • retrieving the wind speed at the oceans surface.
and the atmospheric contents of both liquid and water vapor from simultaneous
observations at 19. 35 GHz. 22. 2:35 GHz, and 31. 4 GHz and applied these equa-
tions to data taken by the Nimbus-5 spacecraft and by comparing the results
with available observations shown that the resulte are promising.
I.)
l'he estin1:1tes of liquid walcr content in this study could be blared upward
in the presenck of precipitation. 1weause the present regression awilysis is
performed on the non-raining data ensemble, l-lirther study in this area is
required to resolve this problem.
11;
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Handbook Atmosphere
1. 1'. S. Standard
2. Tropical
3. Subtropical rhino[,
•1. Subtropical ^\ inter
5. Alidlatitude summer
(;.	 Mi(llatItutIt' NN inter
7. Sub;u •c-tic • "u:::mcr
S. Subarctic N inter
9. Arctic N inter
Table 1
11 atcr Vapor C'ontont (g/cm 2)
1.60
3.SH
. 1 .23
2.12
2.113
t1.h7
2.07
0.42
U.'_'(1
it;
^K
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Table II
Sea Surface T
1.
2.
:1.
4.
emperatare Values
(k)
273.0
28:3.0
293.0
30:3.0
Surface Wind Speed Values
(m/sec)
1. 0
2. 10
3. 20
4. 30
I'
211
!	 Table 111
Cloud Top	 Cloud Bottom	 Uquid water density
ikm)	 11,111)	 (1; m'')
1	 2	 1	 0.01
2	 "	 1	 0.2
f	 ^
:1	 7	 u.01
•1	 7	 ► ^,^>
1
5	 li	 1	 l^.0 l
1	 u.'^
I
I
`	 c.	 0.01
(I,2
No Claud
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rabic lv
itegression Coefficients
:t t	 -1008.
a 2 	 1.831
a3	 37.9'2
b t
	2.3:30
btz	 6u.81
b t	 76.68
h : -0.0024
b 22 -0.0146
b 21 -0.2941
bat -0.0479
b32	 -8.699
b33	 2.4'21
A Priori
Mean Standard Deviation Estimated
Error
ia) Water vapor cuntt ii. (g,`cm 2 ) 2.35 1.64 0.15
(b ) Liquid water content (g /cm 2 ) 0.019 0.030 0.0065
(c) Wind -,peed (m%sec) 15. 11.2 6.6
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Figures
Figure 1.
	
	
111e nu'asured brightness temperatures and the F.S1UI1 image of
Nimbus 5 orbit no. 2-91, Jule 14. 197:+. The estimates of the eater
vapor content, the cloud liquid %%ater content and the surface grind
speed along the suhsatellite track are prevented.
Figure 2. 'fhe measured hrightnes• s temin-ratures and the ES\lit image of
Nimbus 5 orbit no. 2918, July 16, 1973, The est g mates of the hater
vapor content, the cloud liquid Witter content :uul the surface• wind
speed along; the suhsatellite track :ire 1.resented.
Figure :3. The surface MC.Ither chart corresponding to the studied area for
12007. July' 14, 1 1.173. The percentage of relati\c humidity and eater
v.Lpor content ► g em-1) for several weather stations are shotcn for
references.
Figure 4. The surface weather chart corrvsponding; to the studied area for
1200'L, .luly 16, 197:3. The percentage of relative humidity and eater
vapor content (g /'cm =) for several weather stations area shown for
reference.
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Table 1.
	
Handbook atmospheres used in this study and their corresponding
water vapor contents.
	
Table 11.	 The values of sea surface temtxrutures and surface wind speed used
in this study.
Tattle lll. The cloud models and their liquid water density used in this study.
Table IN'. The regression coefficients for equation (20) and the residual w the
	
•	 regressions.
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Figure 1. The measured brightness temperatures and the ESMIt image of
Nimbus 5 orbit no. 2891, Jule1 4, 1973. The estimate s of the water vapor
content, the cloud liquid water content and the surface Nvind spec;d along the
subsiatellite track are presented.
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